
How Computers Work:
Computer Architecture 

and Data Storage

AP Computer Science Principles



What You Will Learn

 How to disassemble and rebuild a computer
 How to choose the parts to build a new computer
 Logic Gates
 Data storage:

 Binary
 Hexadecimal 
 ASCII

 Data compression
 Computer Forensics
 Limits of computing
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Introduction to 
Computer Hardware
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The Parts of a Computer
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Main parts of a computer

 Case
 Power supply
 Motherboard

 CPU
 RAM
 Adapter Cards

 Internal and External Drives
 Internal and External Cables
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The Motherboard

 The motherboard provides the electrical 
connections between the computer components.

 Comes in different sizes called “form factors.”
 All the other components of the computer 

connect to the motherboard directly or through a 
cable.
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A Case Needs to 
be a Form 
Factor as Larger 
or Larger than 
the 
Motherboard.
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Name size (mm)

BTX 325 × 266

ATX 305 × 244

EATX
(Extended)

305 × 330

LPX 330 × 229

microBTX 264 × 267

microATX 244 × 244

Mini-ITX 170 × 170
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The Power Supply

 Power Supplies come in different form factors 
and should match the form factor of the case.

 Power supplies are rated in watts and should 
have a rating larger than the total required 
watts of all the computer components.
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Danrok
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The Power Supply Connectors

 The Power Supply 
will have lots of 
extra connectors 
so you can add 
additional 
components to 
your computer at a 
later time.
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Motherboard Stand Offs

 If the electrical circuits on 
the motherboard were to 
contact the metal case it 
would create a "short."

 Stand offs raise the 
motherboard so it doesn't 
touch the case.
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The Parts of a Computer

 CPU—Central Processing Unit or Processor
 Executes logical instructions like math and 

sends out the result.

The speed of the CPU and 
the amount of RAM are the 

two biggest factors that 
effect computer 

performance
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CPU Alignment

 CPUs use sockets that 
connect electrically 
with metal pins.

 One corner of both 
the socket and CPU 
will be different to 
indicate it is Pin 1.

 Align Pin 1 on the CPU 
with Pin 1 on the 
socket
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The Worst Assembly Mistake!

 Watch out! The CPU is fastened to the motherboard with a 
lever that presses the CPU into it’s socket.

 If the CPU is crooked, pushing the lever will break the pins 
on the CPU and/or the socket.
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CPUs Generate Heat
and Need to be Cooled

 It’s important to 
keep a CPU cool.

 CPU typically have 
a large piece of 
metal called a heat 
sink and fan to 
keep them cool.
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Thermal Compound (also called 
Thermal Paste or Grease)

 A small amount of thermal compound is 
used to fill the microscopic gaps between 
the CPU and the heat sink so that the heat 
moves away from the CPU to the heat sink.
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Volatile Memory RAM

 Comes in different 
varieties and sizes.

 Use the motherboard 
manufacturer website to 
choose compatible RAM

 RAM is volatile.
 That means all data in 

RAM is lost when the 
power is turned off.
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 Your computer will need some form of non-
volatile storage.

 Some combination of hard drives (HHD), 
solid state drives (SSD), flash memory, 
optical drives and/or floppy drives. 

Internal and External Drives:
Non-volatile Storage
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Internal and External Drives

 Internal Drives (hard drives and SSDs) store the 
operating system and other files.

 External Drives (DVD, CD and floppy) are used to 
transfer files to and from the internal drives.

 External drives have been largely replaced by 
thumb drives.
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Ports and Cables

 There are many cables on both the inside and 
outside of a computer.

 Every cable plugs into a matching receptacle or 
port.

 The cables carry data, electrical power or both.
 The different port types are designed to minimize 

the possibility of plugging in a cable in the wrong 
way.
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Internal Cables

 Internal data cables connect directly to the 
motherboard

 Internal power cables connect directly to 
the power supply
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SATA Internal Power 
and Data Cables

 Data and power 
connectors for newer 
hard drives and CD/DVD 
drives.

 The smaller 7 pin cable is 
for data and the larger 15 
pin cable is for power.
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PATA Internal Data Cable

 Also called IDE.
 Data connection for hard 

drives, CD or DVD optical 
drives.

2222Images (top to bottom): By Evan-Amos Source Wikimedia, By M7 Source 
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Internal cables: PATA and SATA

 Older drives use a flat 
ribbon PATA data cable 
to the motherboard and 
4 pin white power 
connector

 Newer drives use the 
black SATA connectors
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Floppy Data Cable

 Looks like a PATA cable, but it’s smaller 
with a twist.
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The Power Supply Has Many 
Different Internal Power Cables
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Molex

 Power connector 
used with older 
PATA hard drives 
and optical DVD 
drives.
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Berg

 Power connector 
used for floppy 
drives.

 Berg connectors 
are much smaller 
than Molex.

2727Image: By Rosco Source Wikimedia License: CC BY-SA 3.0
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External Cables

 External cables connect to the front or back 
of the computer case
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VGA

 Most common type 
of cable that 
connects a monitor 
to a computer.
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 HDMI is a digital audio and video connection and 
can connect to a TV.

 VGA is analog video only.
 DVI is digital/analog video only.
 If both your monitor and video card support it DVI is 

preferable to VGA.

3030Image: By Evan-Amos Source Wikimedia License: CC BY-SA 3.0
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USB

 Very common cable used 
to connect other devices 
to the computer.

 “Hot swappable” no 
need to power off the 
computer to disconnect 
or reconnect.

 Power and Data

 Max 5m (16.4 ft)
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Network Interface Cards Use an 
External Ethernet Cable
 Ethernet is the connector 

for connecting to a wired 
network.

 Ethernet cables use an RJ45 
connector.

 Ethernet cables are 
sometimes confused with 
telephone cables even 
though they are twice as 
big.
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Input Devices that Connect Through 
External Cables

 Biometric
 Digital Cameras
 Capture Card
 Scanner
 Keyboard
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 TV Tuner
 Microphone
 Tablet
 Touchscreen
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Output Devices that Connect 
Through External Cables

 Monitor
 Speakers
 Headphones
 Printer
 LCD projector
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The Virtual Desktop Lab Simulates 
Assembling a PC

 Navigate to Local Disk C: and open the folder 
en_ITEPC_VA_Desktop_v40
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Virtual Desktop Lab
 Right click on index.html and choose Open 

with | Microsoft Edge
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Virtual Desktop Lab
 Use the right arrow to take a quick tour.
 If prompted choose Allow Blocked Content.
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We Will Work Through LEARN
 Check the box to show instructions.
 Drag parts from the antistatic mat in left to right 

order.
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Virtual Desktop Lab
 A worksheet accompanies the lab.
 Answer questions as you work through the lab.
 Type your answers, save and submit the worksheet.
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Capacitors Store Electrical Charge

 Unplug the 
computer 
and then 
press the 
power 
button to 
discharge 
the 
capacitors.

4040Image: Source maxpixel License: CC BY-SA 3.0

http://maxpixel.freegreatpicture.com/Capacitors-Motherboard-Dicipador-622423
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Computer Assembly Lab

Find a partner or two.

First, test your computer by attaching a 
monitor, keyboard and mouse.

Then disassemble it and label the parts.

Call me over to check.

Reassemble the computer.

Test it again by reattaching a monitor, 
keyboard and mouse.
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Hooking Up the Computer

 You will test your computer to see if it boots
(works) twice, once before you take it apart 
and then after you put it back together.

 To test the computer you’ll need to connect 
the following cables to their matching 
ports:
 Monitor
 Keyboard
 Power
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A Funny Error Message if you 
Forget to Connect a Keyboard

4343Image:By junaidrao Source flickr License: CC BY-SA 3.0
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Monitor: Video VGA Cable

 Nearly all of the 
monitors in room 334 
use VGA cables to 
connect the monitor.

 VGA has a 3-row, 15-
pin female 
trapezoidal 
connector.
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USB Keyboard & Mouse

 You’ll see two types 
of keyboard and 
mouse ports in 
room 334.

 The easiest is USB. 
USB cables can be 
connected to any 
USB port whether 
the computer is on 
or off.

4545Image: By Red Source Wikimedia, License: CC BY-SA 3.0
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PS/2 Keyboard & Mouse

 Another (older) type of keyboard 
and mouse port is the PS/2. The 
PS/2 port is a 6-pin mini-DIN 
female connector. The connectors 
for the keyboard are usually blue 
and mouse green.

 ONLY CONNECT OR DISCONNECT 
PS/2 CONNECTIONS WHEN THE 
COMPUTER IS OFF.
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Power 

 Power should always be 
connected last. Virtually 
all desktop PCs use the 
IEC C13 power cord.

 The cord plugs into the 
IEC C14 socket on the 
power supply.

4747Image: By Roland Berger Source Wikimedia, License: CC BY-SA 3.0
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Boot to the OS

When you turn on the 
computer it should 
load the operating 
system.

This is called booting.

If your computer boots 
the hardware is 
installed correctly.
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The specific steps for disassembly will 
vary with each computer
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•Remove the case

•Remove the hard drive and cables

•Remove the DVD drive and cables

•Remove the RAM

•Remove the heat sink and fan

•Remove the CPU

•Reassemble in reverse order
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Open the Computer Case
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Remove the Hard Drive
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Remove the DVD
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Press the levers to remove the RAM
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Remove the Heat Sink and Fan
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Remove the CPU

 Left the highlighted lever

 Open the plate and remove the CPU
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Label the following parts and show your teacher 
that you’ve taken it apart: Hard Drive, Optical Drive, 
Power Supply, RAM, Heat sink, and CPU.

Assemble the 
computer in 
reverse order.
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Watch out for this assembly mistake!

 Watch out! The CPU is fastened to the 
motherboard with a lever that presses the 
CPU into it’s socket.

 If the CPU is crooked, pushing the lever will 
break the pins on the CPU and/or the 
socket.
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Computer Assembly

 Finish the Virtual Desktop lab first.

 In groups of 2 or 3, disassemble the 
computer, label the parts, and then notify 
me that you are ready to assemble it.

 There is nothing to turn in.

 If you assemble the machine and it boots, 
you get full credit.
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POST: Power On Self Test

 When you turn the 
computer on it tests 
the hardware 
components. 

 If something is wrong, 
you’ll hear a series of 
beeps. Otherwise, you 
should see a BIOS 
screen like this one.
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Boot to the OS

 If the computer 
“POSTs” it will then 
try to load the 
operating system. 

 This is called booting.
 If you get this far the 

assembly was 
successful.
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Beep Codes

61

PC magazine lists some common beep codes:

• 1 Beep - Refresh Failure, Reseat/replace memory, troubleshoot 

motherboard.

• 2 Beeps - Parity Error, Reseat/replace memory, troubleshoot motherboard.

• 3 Beeps - Memory Error (first 64KB), Reseat/replace memory.

• 4 Beeps - Timer Failure, Troubleshoot motherboard.

• 5 Beeps - Processor Failure, Troubleshoot CPU, motherboard.

• 6 Beeps - Keyboard Controller Failure, Troubleshoot keyboard, motherboard.

• 7 Beeps - Virtual Mode Exception Error, Troubleshoot CPU, motherboard.

• 8 Beeps - Display Memory Failure, Troubleshoot graphics card, motherboard.

• 9 Beeps - ROM BIOS Checksum Failure, troubleshoot motherboard.

• 10 Beeps - CMOS Shutdown Register Failure, Troubleshoot motherboard.
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No Beep Code?

 If you put a computer together, and there is 
power (the fan spins), but it won't post and 
the display is black, check the CPU.

 Those symptoms could mean a missing or 
improperly seated processor.
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Extra Time?

 If you are finished 
with both the 
Computer Tower 
disassembly and the 
PCPartsPicker
activity, consider 
working through the 
test and explore
sections of the Virtual 
PC.
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Choosing Components for a 
Computer Build

 Building your own computer from 
parts lets you customize it exactly 
the way you want

 Plus, it’s fun!
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The Case

 Start by choosing a case.
 There is a large variety of cases.
 Once you’ve chosen the case you can 

match its form factor to the form factor of 
the motherboard and power supply.
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The Motherboard

 Next, choose a motherboard that fits your case by 
matching the case’s form factor.

 You’ll also want to think about features like the 
processor, SATA ports, slots for RAM, USB, 
Firewire, expansion slots, integrated video, etc.
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The CPU and RAM

 The CPU can be thought of as the “brain” of the 
computer.

 Needs to match the Socket Type on the 
motherboard.

 The RAM will also need to be compatible with the 
motherboard (8 Gb is a good amount).
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Drives: Non-volatile Storage

 Your computer will need some form of non-
volatile storage.

 You should choose a hard drive (HHD) 
and/or a solid state drive (SSD). 

 Optional: flash memory, optical drives 
and/or floppy drives. 
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Optional Expansion Cards

 Video Card
 TV Tuner
 Extra USB ports
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The Power Supply

 The Power Supply is the last thing to choose.
 It should match the form factor of the case.
 You’ll need a power supply that provides more 

than the total wattage required from all the 
computer components.
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PCPartPicker

 Makes it easy as it won’t allow you to 
choose parts that don’t match

 Submit the permalink to your finished 
build
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Let’s Play

Know your computer parts!
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What’s this?

7373Images (top to bottom): By T4bits~commonswiki Source Wikimedia, by 
Victor Korniyenko Source Wikimedia License: CC BY-SA 3.0
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What’s this?

 15 pin SATA power cable used for hard 
drives

7474Images (top to bottom): By T4bits~commonswiki Source Wikimedia, by 
Victor Korniyenko Source Wikimedia License: CC BY-SA 3.0

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:T4bits~commonswiki&action=edit&redlink=1
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What are these?

7575
Image: Dec 25, 2005 by Rosco This file is licensed under the Creative 
Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.5 Generic license.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Rosco&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/deed.en


What are these?

 Older style power connectors, Berg (floppy) 
on the left and Molex (hard drive and DVD) 
on right.

7676
Image: Dec 25, 2005 by Rosco This file is licensed under the Creative 
Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.5 Generic license.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Rosco&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
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What’s this?

7777Image: Feb 2016 by Kannan shanmugam,shanmugam studio, Kollam This file is 
licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.5 
Generic license.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Fotokannan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/deed.en


What’s this?

 VGA cable for connecting a monitor to the 
computer.

7878Image: Feb 2016 by Kannan shanmugam,shanmugam studio, Kollam This file is 
licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.5 
Generic license.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Fotokannan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/deed.en


What is this?

7979Images (top to bottom): By Evan-Amos Source Wikimedia,License: CC BY-SA 
3.0
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What is this?

 Older style data cables for PATA hard drives 
and DVD drives .

8080Images (top to bottom): By Evan-Amos Source Wikimedia,License: CC BY-SA 
3.0

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Evan-Amos
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What’s this?

8181Image: Found on Wikimedia. License: public domain

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:USB-cable.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:public_domain


What’s this?

 USB cable, both power and data for printers 
keyboards, mice and other devices

8282Image: Found on Wikimedia. License: public domain

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:USB-cable.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:public_domain


What’s this?

8383

Image: By Lamproslefteris This file is licensed under 

the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 

International license.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Central_processing_unit.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Lamproslefteris&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en


 CPU or Central Processing Unit, the “brain” of the 
computer that performs the basic operations of 
the computer.
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What’s this?

84
Image: By Lamproslefteris This file is licensed under the Creative 

Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International license.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Central_processing_unit.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Lamproslefteris&action=edit&redlink=1
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https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en
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What’s this?

85Image: By Danrock Source: Wikimedia License: CC BY-SA 3.0

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Danrok
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:OCZ_600W_power_supply_unit.JPG
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en


 Power Supply, provides power to all the 
computer components.
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What’s this?

86Image: By Danrock Source: Wikimedia License: CC BY-SA 3.0

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Danrok
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:OCZ_600W_power_supply_unit.JPG
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
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What’s this?

87Image: By T4bits~commonswiki Source Wikimedia, License: CC BY-SA 3.0

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:T4bits~commonswiki&action=edit&redlink=1
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:SATA_Data_Cable.jpg
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 SATA 7 pin data cable for newer hard drives
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What’s this?

88Images (top to bottom): By T4bits~commonswiki Source Wikimedia, by 
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What’s are these?

89Image: By Victorrocha Source Wikimedai License: CC BY-SA 3.0
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 Heatsink and fan to cool the cpu.
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What’s are these?

90Image: By Victorrocha Source Wikimedai License: CC BY-SA 3.0

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Victorrocha&action=edit&redlink=1
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What’s this?

91Image: By Topory Source Wikimedia License: CC BY-SA 3.0

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedysta:Topory
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:RAM_n.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en


 RAM, or random access memory. Stores the 
operating system and any running 
programs. Volatile, so loses contents 
without power.
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What’s this?

92Image: By Topory Source Wikimedia License: CC BY-SA 3.0

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedysta:Topory
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:RAM_n.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en


What’s the stuff in the tube?
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What’s the stuff in the tube?

 Thermal grease. Used to fill microscopic air 
gaps between CPU and heatsink.
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Computer Parts on the Next Quiz

 You will be expected to identify the parts you 
labeled for the Tower Assembly lab:

 CPU
 Heat sink
 RAM
 Hard drive
 DVD drive
 Power Supply
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Cleaning a Computer

 For the interior of a comput I’ve used a vacuum 
to get rid of heavy dust build up, it’s not really 
recommended.

 Compressed air is better, but much more 
expensive.

 For exterior components like the case, monitor, 
mouse and keyboard a damp cloth is really all you 
need
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Numeral Systems

The common system of numerals is base 
10 called decimal.

You can have other systems with a 
different base (also called radix).

 In computers, the two most common 
systems are:
Base 2 called binary
Base 16 called hexidecimal
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Place Value and Expanded Notation

 In Elementary school, students are asked to 
write numbers in expanded notation.

 1,235 = 1000 + 200 + 30 + 5

 = 1 * (103) + 2 * (102) + 3 * (101) + 5 * 
(100)

 In a decimal number each digit has a place 
value that is a power of 10.
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Binary Place Values are Powers of 2

 In Binary, each digit has a place value 
that is a power of 2.

Each digit of a binary number is called a 
bit.

This binary number is 4 bits
 1011
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Converting Binary to Decimal

To convert binary to decimal, just write the 
number out in expanded notation.

 1011 = 1 * (23) + 0 * (22) + 1 * (21) + 1 * (20)
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Converting Binary to Decimal

To convert binary to decimal, just write the 
number out in expanded notation

 1011 = 1 * (23) + 0 * (22) + 1 * (21) + 1 * (20)

 = 1*8 + 0*4 + 1*2 + 1*1
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Converting Binary to Decimal

To convert binary to decimal, just write the 
number out in expanded notation

 1011 = 1 * (23) + 0 * (22) + 1 * (21) + 1 * (20)

 = 1*8 + 0*4 + 1*2 + 1*1

 = 8 + 0 + 2 + 1
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Converting Binary to Decimal

So 1011 in binary is 11 in decimal

1011 = 1 * (23) + 0 * (22) + 1 * (21) + 1 * (20)
 = 1*8 + 0*4 + 1*2 + 1*1
 = 8 + 0 + 2 + 1
 = 11
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The First 8 Powers of 2

20 = 1
21 = 2
22 = 4
23 = 8
24 = 16
25 = 32
26 = 64
27 = 128
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Binary Numbers Often Come in Groups 
of Eight Bits that are Called Bytes

 If all 8 bits are 0s 00000000
then the value of the byte is 0.

 If all 8 bits are 1s, 11111111 then 
the value of the byte is 255 
(128+64+32+16+8+4+2+1).

 If the 8 bits are mixed, such as 
10101000, add the place values 
of the 1 bits: 128 + 32 + 8 = 168.
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You can also “subtract the zeros” 
from 255.

 If all 8 bits are 1s, 11111111 then the value of 
the byte is 255 (128+64+32+16+8+4+2+1).

 If the 8 bits are mostly ones, such as 
1111011, subtract the place values of the 0 
bits from 255.
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You can also “subtract the zeros” 
from 255.

 If all 8 bits are 1s, 11111111 then the value of 
the octet is 255 (128+64+32+16+8+4+2+1).

 If the 8 bits are mostly ones, such as 
1111011, subtract the place values of the 0 
bits from 255

=255 - ?
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You can also “subtract the zeros” from 
255.

 If all 8 bits are 1s, 11111111 then the value of 
the octet is 255 (128+64+32+16+8+4+2+1).

 If the 8 bits are mostly ones, such as 
1111011, subtract the place values of the 0 
bits from 255

=255 – 4 = ?
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You can also “subtract the zeros” from 255.

 If all 8 bits are 1s, 11111111 then the value of 
the octet is 255 (128+64+32+16+8+4+2+1).

 If the 8 bits are mostly ones, such as 
1111011, subtract the place values of the 0 
bits from 255.

=255 – 4 = 251
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Binary Game!

110

http://www.wordfreegames.com/game/binary-game.html
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There are Two Kinds of Problems

 The first kind of problem is to convert from base 10 to 
binary.

 Here we are asked to make 34 in binary.

 The problem is:

 ?*(27)+?*(26)+?*(25)+?*(24)+?*(23)+?*(22)+?*(21)+?*(20)=34

 Clicking on the button above the power of two "flips" 
to either 1 or 0.
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There are Two Kinds of Problems

When I click on the button above 32, I get the problem 
right and the level disappears.
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 The other kind of problem is to convert from binary to base 
10;

 The problem is 
 0*(27)+0*(26)+0*(25)+0*(24)+0*(23)+0*(22)+1*(21)+0*(20)=

?
 Clicking in the box next to the equals sign lets me type or 

click on the number pad to enter the answer in base 10.
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There are Two Kinds of Problems
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There are Two Kinds of Problems



In Class Activity

•Play the binary game until you can complete 
level three.
•http://www.wordfreegames.com/game/binar
y-game.html
•https://learningnetwork.cisco.com/docs/DOC-
1803
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Bytes and File Sizes

 The 8 bit byte is the fundamental unit of computer 
storage.

 You may have heard words like megabyte, 
kilobyte, gigabyte, etc. 

 Those words are all different amounts of bytes.
 We’re going to learn more about them today.
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Each byte unit is roughly 1000 times as big 
as the next smallest byte unit.

 bit: one binary digit
 byte: eight binary digits
 Kilobyte (KB): 1,000 (approx.) bytes
 Megabyte (MB): 1,000,000 (approx.) bytes
 Gigabyte (GB): 1,000,000,000 (approx.) bytes
 Terabyte (TB): 1,000,000,000,000 (approx.) bytes
 Petabyte (PB): 1,000,000,000,000,000 (approx.) 

bytes
 Exabyte (EB): 1,000,000,000,000,000,000 (approx.) 

bytes
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Every bit doubles the number of possible 
values.

One bit: two values 0,1
Two bits: four values 00,01,10,11
Three bits: eight values 
000,001,010,011,100,101,110,111

And so on. . .
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1000 is an Approximation of 1024

 While 1 kilobyte (KB) is  approximately 1000 bytes it is 

exactly 1024 bytes.

 So a megabyte is exactly 1024 kilobytes or (1024)2

bytes.

 Computer marketers and most other people seem to 

prefer to approximate computer storage in groups 

of 1000.

 For purposes of APCS Principles the distinction is not 

important - “about a million bytes” is a fine, close-

enough interpretation for megabyte.
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Bytes and File Sizes

This quiz is 29KB or roughly 29000 bytes.
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Another way to find the size of a file is to right 
click and choose properties.
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Bytes and File Sizes



 Download and 
complete the 
worksheet.

 Save your 
finished 
worksheet and 
submit. 
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Hexadecimal Numbers

 The other common numeral system in 
computing (besides binary) is 
Hexadecimal (or hex for short).

 Hexadecimal is base 16.

 It uses sixteen distinct symbols, the 
symbols 0–9 to represent values zero to 
nine, and A, B, C, D, E, F to represent 
values ten to fifteen.
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Computer Settings are Often inH

 fe80::1986:7f3e:7b6f:d81e%2

 071A18E8-D461-477B-A84C-3E1450324AC8 

 You can usually spot hex because it has only the 
digits and the letters A-F.
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Converting Hex to Decimal

 In a hex number, each place value is a 
power of 16.

 13FA = 
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Converting Hex to Decimal

 In a hex number, each place value is a power of 
16.

 13FA = 1 * (163)+3 * (162)+15 * (161)+10 * (160)
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 In a hex number, each place value is a power of 
16

 13FA = 1 * (163)+3 * (162)+15 * (161)+10 * (160)

 = 4096 +768+ 240 +10 
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Converting Hex to Decimal



 In a hex number, each place value is a power of 
16

 13FA = 1 * (163) +3 * (162)+15 * (161)+10 * (160)

 = 4096 +768+ 240 +10

 = 5114 
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Converting Hex to Decimal Using 
Programmer Mode

 The Windows calculator has a 
programmer mode to convert 
from decimal to binary and hex.

 This shows 13FA is 5,114 in decimal
and 001001111111010 in binary.
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If you use a table, converting back and 
forth from hex to binary is easy.

 To convert hexadecimal F8 to 
binary, write down the binary 
for F first, then the binary for 
8. 

 F 8

 1111   1000

 So, the answer is 11111000 

 That’s all there is to it!
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Converting Binary to Hex

Converting Binary to Hex is just as 
easy

 01011110101101010010 

=  0101 1110 1011 0101 0010

 = 5 E B 5 2

 = 5EB52
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Magic Numbers

 Wikipedia has a page on Magic Numbers
 Distinctive Hexadecimal numbers that are used as markers 

in digital data
 CAFEBABE
 DEADBEEF
 FACEFEED
 BAADF00D
 D15EA5ED
 DECEA5ED
 DEADC0DE
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Making Your Own Table

If you can count from 0 to 15 in 
hex and binary, so you can easily 
make your own conversion 
table.
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Hex Binary

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?



If you can count from 0 to 15 in 
hex and binary, you can easily 
make your own conversion 
table.
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Hex Binary

0 ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

Making Your Own Table



Hex Binary

0 ?

1 ?

2 ?

3 ?

4 ?

5 ?

6 ?

7 ?

8 ?

9 ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

? ?

Making Your Own Table

If you can count from 0 to 15 in 
hex and binary, you can easily 
make your own conversion 
table.
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Hex Binary

0 ?

1 ?

2 ?

3 ?

4 ?

5 ?

6 ?

7 ?

8 ?

9 ?

A ?

B ?

C ?

D ?

E ?

F ?

Making Your Own Table

If you can count from 0 to 15 in 
hex and binary, you can easily 
make your own conversion 
table.
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Hex Binary

0 0000

1 ?

2 ?

3 ?

4 ?

5 ?

6 ?

7 ?

8 ?

9 ?

A ?

B ?

C ?

D ?

E ?

F ?

Making Your Own Table

If you can count from 0 to 15 in 
hex and binary, you can easily 
make your own conversion 
table.
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Hex Binary

0 0000

1 0001

2 ?

3 ?

4 ?

5 ?

6 ?

7 ?

8 ?

9 ?

A ?

B ?

C ?

D ?

E ?

F ?

Making Your Own Table

If you can count from 0 to 15 in 
hex and binary, you can easily 
make your own conversion 
table.
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Hex Binary

0 0000

1 0001

2 0010

3 ?

4 ?

5 ?

6 ?

7 ?

8 ?

9 ?

A ?

B ?

C ?

D ?

E ?

F ?

Making Your Own Table

If you can count from 0 to 15 in 
hex and binary, you can easily 
make your own conversion 
table.
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Notice that the binary numbers 
are in the same as they would be 
if they were decimal.
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Hex Binary

0 0000

1 0001

2 0010

3 0011

4 0100

5 0101

6 0110

7 0111

8 1000

9 1001

A 1010

B 1011

C 1100

D 1101

E 1110

F 1111

Making Your Own Table



In Class
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A Scene from The Martian
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Hexadecimal and ASCII in the Martian
 Having successfully used Pathfinder to contact earth, Matt 

Damon’s character realizes he needs a better system than just 
Yes or No.

 Starting at 49’ 20” he discusses the Hexadecimal and ASCII 
systems.
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ASCII code

 Ultimately, everything in a computer is stored 
as a binary number

 ASCII code uses a 7 bit system to map letters of 
the alphabet to hex 

 ASCII stands for American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange

 For example, the letter A maps to 41 in hex

 The letter a maps to 61 in hex
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ASCII to Hex Table
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In Class

 Decode the following Hexadecimal/ASCII messages 
from the movie

 48 4F 57 41 4C 49 56 45

 43 52 4F 50 53 3F

 42 52 49 4E 47 53 4A 52 4E 52 4F 55 54

 Check your answers and read about hexadecimal in 
The Martian at http://www.businessinsider.com/the-
martian-hexidecimal-language-2015-9
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Practice Quiz Question:

 Consider the following numbers:
 Binary 00010011

 Decimal 18

 Hexadecimal 11

 Which of the following lists the numbers in order 
from least to greatest?

 Hexadecimal 11, Decimal 18, Binary 00010011

 Binary 00010011, Hexadecimal 11, Decimal 18 

 Decimal 18, Hexadecimal 11, Binary 00010011

 Binary 00010011, Decimal 18, Hexadecimal 11.



Movie: Recon, Digital Detectives

 “From homicide to computer hacking, DoD agents fight crime and 

support the mission of cyber security around the world with expertise in 

law enforcement and computer forensics”

 https://youtu.be/EMDLUJkLXuE
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Computer Forensics

 Computer Forensics is reading and manipulating 
raw binary data in computer files

 While useful to hackers,  is it most famously used in 
the investigation of computer crimes

 It is also used by individuals and businesses for data 
recovery
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Hex Editors

 A Hex Editor will open any computer file.

 Hex Editors like HxD let you look directly at the 
binary data of a computer file.

 You’ll see the same data shown two different ways:

 Hex

 ASCII
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ASCII code
 If you are using a Hex Editor like HxD, you’ll 

notice that for every 61 there is a lowercase a in 
the ASCII.
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Using HxD to retrieve a deleted file

 This lab works best with a small thumb drive
 Create a Text Document (*.txt) with a distinctive 

word or two and save it to your thumb drive.
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Using HxD to retrieve a deleted file

Now use File 
Explorer to delete
the file from the 
thumb drive.
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Using HxD to Retrieve a Deleted File

Right click on the 
HxD program and 
choose More | Run 
As Administrator.
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Using HxD to Retrieve a Deleted File

 In HxD choose 
Extras| Open disk.

 Select your 
thumb drive and 
click OK.
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Choose Search | Find
 Enter the distinctive word and click OK. 
 HxD will find the deleted file!
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How do Hard drives work?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wteUW2sL7bc
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Securing Private Data

You buy a new computer.

You transfer all your old files to the new 
computer.

Your old computer has valuable private 
information that you don't want to fall 
into the wrong hands.

What do you do with the hard drive from 
the old computer?
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Best Practice: Destroy it with a Hammer
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Securing Private Data

 Second best: data wiping software. 

 Eraser is a good free program.
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Before
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Here I’ve chosen to 
fill the USB drive 
with Pseudorandom 
Data.
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After
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Today’s Computer Forensics Lab is from 
the 2013 Toaster Wars Competition
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The premise of the competition is that a robot 
from space has crash landed in your backyard. 
It's up to you and your hacking skills to uncover the 
secrets he carries. 
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This is ethical hacking.
We have permission to access the files.
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Ethical Hacking

Sometimes called “white hat” hacking.

The goal of the ethical hacker is to protect 
against malicious attacks by attacking the 
system while staying within legal limits.

To catch a thief, think like a thief.

Ethical hackers work as computer security 
experts and consultants.
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Computer Forensics Lab

 Download each of the three files, but don’t double 
click. 

 Open the files in HxD and look for clues.
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Computer Forensics Lab

Because the first xml file is corrupted, opening it in a 
browser will generate an error message.
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To download a file, right click on a link in the 
school assignment and choose Save link as.

Then open HxD and choose File | Open.

Go to your Downloads folder and choose the file.
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1s and 0s
on/off switches 
and addition

 Many people don’t realize the 
marks on on/off switches come 
from the binary system.

 1 represents on and 0.
represents off.

 Computers use binary switches 
to do arithmetic.

 Video: How computers add 
numbers

171Image: Source pixabay License: CC BY-SA 3.0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBDoT8o4q00
https://pixabay.com/p-149175/?no_redirect
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en


Transistors Can Act like a Switch

If both the input has 
power and the electricity 
to the  gate is turned on, 
electricity will flow out the 
drain.
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Or Gates
If either (or both) switches are on, the light will go on.
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And Gates

174

The output of one transistor is connected to the input of the 
other. Both switches must be on to turn the light on.



If 219 + 36 is 255 in 8 bits.
What is 219 + 37?

What would happen if I turned on this switch to 
make the number one bigger?
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Overflow

 In an 8 bit number system, 255 + 1 is zero!
 Adding one to the largest possible value “resets” the 

number back to the smallest possible value.
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Overflow

One example of 
overflow is 
where a car’s 
odometer “rolls 
over” from all 9s 
to all 0s.
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Overflow Odometer Widget

https://studio.code.org/s/odometer/stage/1/puzzle/1
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https://studio.code.org/s/odometer/stage/1/puzzle/1


Overflow in Java

 Java uses signed 32 bit 

integers.

 This basically means you 

need one bit to store 

whether the integer is 

positive or negative.

 31 bits are left to store the 

value of the integer.

 How big a value can you 

store in 31 bits?
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31 bits

One way to calculate the 
largest value can you store in 
31 bits is to type 31 1s in binary 
mode in the windows 
calculator.
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31 bits

How big a value can you 
store in 31 bits?

2,147,483,647
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 Adding 1 to 
2,137,483,647 in Java 
causes an overflow
error.

 We get -214748368 for 
an answer.

 That’s the smallest
number you can have 
in a signed 32 bit 
system.
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Overflow in Java



2137483647 + 2 is
-2147483647 in Java!
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Overflow in Java



2137483647 + 3 is
-2147483646 in Java!

184

Overflow in Java



2038 Problem

 In many UNIX computers time 
values are stored as a signed 32-
bit integer.

 This number is interpreted as the 
number of seconds since 00:00:00 
UTC on 1 January 1970.

 In 2038, these computers will run 
out of seconds.

 Their time variables will overflow 
and reset to a negative value 
(somewhere around 1902!).

185Image: Source xkcd License: CC BY-SA 3.0

https://xkcd.com/license.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en


Gangnam Style

 YouTube used to 
use signed 32 bit 
integers on their 
UNIX computers 
to keep track of 
page views.

 Gangnam style 
forced them to 
upgrade to a 64 
bit system.
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Overflow Lab

 Use the code.org odometer 
widget and the Java mode
in Processing to complete 
the worksheet.

 If you need help answering 
question #6, read the story 
Why does Donkey Kong 
break on level 22?

 Save your work and submit 
it to school loop by 
choosing Submit From: 
Device.
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http://mentalfloss.com/uk/games/31376/why-does-donkey-kong-break-on-level-22


Logic.ly

 A program for building circuits with logic gates.
 Use the free demo version at http://logic.ly/demo
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AND and OR Gates on the AP exam

What would be the value of the two outputs?

189

false true

ORAND

true

??

false

??



We can check by building the circuits in Logic.ly.
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false true

ORAND

true

??

false

??

AND and OR Gates on the AP exam



We can check by building the circuits in Logic.ly.
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false true

ORAND

true

false

false

true

AND and OR Gates on the AP exam



false A

AND

OR

true

true

Practice Quiz Question: What is the 
value of A?

A. True
B. False
C. Either True or False
D. There is no value of A that will 

make the output of the circuit 
True

Check your answer by building 
the circuit at http://logic.ly/demo

192

http://logic.ly/demo


false A

AND

OR

true

true

The answer is C: A can be either True or False 
We can confirm this by switching the top 
switch on and off.
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Logic Gate lab

 Build and test 
circuits that 
use AND and
OR gates.

 The AP exam 
does not test 
other types of 
logic gates.

 Use the 
snipping tool 
to show that 
you have built 
the circuit.
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Abbr In Ur Txt Msgs

 When you send text messages to a friend, do 
you spell every word correctly?

 Do you use abbreviations for common words? 
Name as many as you can.

 What are some examples of things you might 
see in a text message that are not proper 
English?

 Why do you use these abbreviations? What is 
the benefit?
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Compression: Same Data, Fewer Bits

 When you abbreviate or use coded language to 
shorten the original text, you are “compressing text.” 
Computers do this too, in order to save time and 
space.

 The art and science of compression is about figuring 
out how to represent the SAME DATA with FEWER 
BITS.

 Why is this important? 

 Fewer bits take up less room on your hard drive, 
phone, camera, etc.

 Fewer bits can be transmitted faster
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Decode this Message!

In class take a few minutes to decode the 
message and write your answer on this 
worksheet.

197
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1x89s9Xo6lwMJPQjJqhzPaBg_huwTF9LmV2PrUrESYZQ/edit


How Many Characters Were Saved?

 The encoded message is only part of the entire message.

 If you were to just send the encoded message to someone they 
would not be able to decode it.

 The full compressed message includes BOTH the encoded 
message and the key to solve it.
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Calculating the Compression Ratio

To calculate the 
compression ratio you 
must compare the total 
number of characters in 
the encoded message 
plus the total number 
of characters in the key.
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The formula to calculate the 

compression ratio is 100(
𝑢−𝑐

𝑢
) where c

and u are the sizes of the Compressed 
and Uncompressed Files.
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40%

100(
𝑢−𝑐

𝑢
)

= 100(
93 −56

93
)

= 100(.3978)

≈ 40%
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The formula to calculate the compression 

ratio is 100(
𝑢−𝑐

𝑢
) where c and u are the sizes 

of the Compressed and Uncompressed Files.
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Text Compression Widget with Aloe Blacc

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCGkcn1f-ms&feature=youtu.be
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCGkcn1f-ms&feature=youtu.be


Text Compression Worksheet
Type your answers on this worksheet as you work with 
the Code.org text compression widget.

202
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dEvtuFNhx9tOWBFt8z_7_uB6WqeS5SSSdYamsZu6hJ0/export?format=doc
https://studio.code.org/s/text-compression/stage/1/puzzle/1


To Compress a File

Right click on the file and choose 7-Zip | Add 
to archive.
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Choose zip
for Archive 
Format.

Click OK.
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To Compress a File
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Right click on 
the file and 
choose 7-zip | 
Extract Here.
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To Decompress a File
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Zip Compression Lab

 Watch a 2 minute animation of zip compression.

 Type your answers and submit the completed 
worksheet.
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http://www.data-compression.com/lempelziv.shtml
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File Carving

•File Carving is using a Hex Editor to 
edit the raw binary data.

•You can use a Hex editor to hide data 
inside of a file.
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Let’s say I create a new file in Word Pad.
 In addition to the text I’ve typed, there is 
other information I can see if I look at the file 
with HxD.

File Carving
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A rtf file always starts with 7B 5C 72 74 66.
0A 7D 0D 0A 00 marks the end of the file.

File Carving
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Wordpad will ignore any data after the end of 
file marker.

 I can hide data by copying and pasting it after 
the end of file marker.

Here I’ve hidden a .jpg.

File Carving
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 It still looks the same in 
Word Pad.

 The only way to discover 
the hidden data is to 
look through the raw 
binary data.

 Hacking competitions 
will often have 
challenges to find files 
secretly hidden inside of 
other files.

File Carving
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 3 secret files have been hidden in 3 different pictures

 Follow the instructions in the worksheet to find the 
secret files.

 Type or paste your answers on the worksheet, save it, 
and submit it. 

File Carving



Encoding Images

 Today we’re going to consider how you might use 
bits to encode a photographic image, or if you 
like: how could I encode vision?

 We’re going to start simple, with black and white 
images.

213
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Invent a B&W Encoding Scheme

Work through this worksheet in pairs
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ueUif3AbjQHgte5B1ud1gyenQFEYzj5f8rnqpAsZXJg/edit


Invent a B&W Encoding Scheme

How have you encoded white and black 
portions of your image, what do 0 and 1 stand 
for in your encoding?

Are your encodings flexible enough to 
accommodate images of any size? How do they 
accomplish this?

 Is your encoding intuitive and easy to use?

 Is your encoding efficient?
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Pixels and Metadata

 Each little dot that makes up a picture is called a pixel. 

 Where did this word pixel come from? It turns out that 
originally the dots were referred to as “picture 
elements”, and people think that got shortened to 
“pict-el” and eventually “pixel”.

 An image file must contain more than just a 0 or 1 for 
every pixel. It must contain other data that describes 
the pixel data.

 This is called metadata. In this case the metadata 
encodes the width and height of the image
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Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rJOa5Q5a1WM&feature=youtu.be

217
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rJOa5Q5a1WM&feature=youtu.be


B&W Pixelation Widget
Type your answers on this worksheet as you work with the Code.org B&W 
pixelation widget.

218
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kLLr-ELXgBKDULCYDm3slAVQkszAHez85es7aLdAk_Q/edit
https://studio.code.org/s/pixelation/stage/1/puzzle/1


Metadata

 The image file protocol we used contains “metadata”: 
the width and height. Metadata is “data about the 
data” that might be required to encode or decode the 
bits.

 For example, you couldn’t render the B&W image 
properly without somehow including the dimensions. 

 What other examples of metadata have we seen in the 
course so far?

 What other types of data might we want to send that 
would require metadata?
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Music and Metadata
http://www.purple-planet.com/
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Music and Metadata
http://www.purple-planet.com/
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Music and 
Metadata

222
222
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Try the NPR Listening Test
http://www.npr.org/sections/therecord/2015/06/02/411473508/how-well-can-you-hear-audio-quality

http://www.npr.org/sections/therecord/2015/06/02/411473508/how-well-can-you-hear-audio-quality
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Practice Quiz 
Question:

A Student has two music files of the same song. The second 
file was copied from the first and has the same length. Which 
of the following statements about the files is NOT true? 
(choose one)

A. The copy was saved in a format that uses more bits per 
second than the original song.

B. The copy was saved using a lossy compression 
technique.

C. The original song was saved using a lossy compression 
technique.

D. The copy was saved in a format that uses less bits per 
second than the original song.
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Practice Quiz Question

A ride sharing service allows users to request a car using a 
program on their cell phone. The program sends data 
about the location of the person requesting the ride, the 
time of the request and the location the person wants to 
travel to. In addition to the data, the program sends the 
following metadata:

o The username of the user requesting the ride. 
o The password of the user requesting the ride.

For which of the following goals would it be more useful to 
analyze the metadata instead of the data?
A. To determine the users who request the most rides.
B. To determine the time of day that users request the 

most rides.
C. To determine the most popular destinations.
D. To determine the locations with the most requests for 

rides.



Color
 In the previous lesson we came up with a simple 
encoding scheme for B&W images. What if we 
wanted to have color?

How would you represent color for each pixel?

How many different colors could you represent? 
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Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15aqFQQVBWU&feature=youtu.be
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15aqFQQVBWU&feature=youtu.be


Images, Bits and RGB.
 Image sharing services are a universal and powerful way 

of communicating all over the world.

 Digital images are just data (lots of data) composed of 
layers of abstraction: pixels, RGB, binary.

 The RGB color scheme is composed of red, green, and 
blue components that have a range of intensities from 0 
to 255.

 Screen resolution is the number of pixels and how they 
are arranged vertically and horizontally, and density is 
the number of pixels per a given area.

 Digital photo filters are not magic! Math is applied to 
RGB values to create new ones.
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Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=763E3_Z6Hng&feature=youtu.be
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=763E3_Z6Hng&feature=youtu.be


Encoding Color Images
Type your answers on this worksheet as you work with the Code.org Color 
pixelation widget.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-u6PaswugFEkBf2NVa8aD_IlD4wSeYLhvD7GEkNtArA/edit
https://studio.code.org/s/pixelation/stage/3/puzzle/1


Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xK9z51Tin4E&feature=youtu.be
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xK9z51Tin4E&feature=youtu.be


Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xhqz3ffGm74&feature=youtu.be
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xhqz3ffGm74&feature=youtu.be


Personal Favicon Project
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bUVXHZUafmxDT5pOGlWSFkQSc_0Ll_lzMtfSh8JiI20/edit
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bUVXHZUafmxDT5pOGlWSFkQSc_0Ll_lzMtfSh8JiI20/edit


Practice Quiz Questions

1. How many bits (or bytes) are required to 
encode an image that is 25 pixels wide and 50 
pixels tall, if you encode it with 24 bits per 
pixel?

2. Imagine that you have an image that is too 
dark or too bright. Describe how you would 
alter the RGB settings to brighten or darken 
it. Give an example.
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Lossy Text Compression App

 With a partner, go to the Lossy
Text Compression App - App Lab. 

 Discuss the following questions:
 What is happening in the app?

 Should this “count” as text 
compression? Why or why not?

 What do you think “lossy” refers to?
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https://studio.code.org/projects/applab/hxXJIEGg2yza_Q7t9W04xg


File Formats Rapid Research

 Pick a partner and 
choose one file format 
fill in one row of the 
table.

 It’s OK if two groups 
research the same type.

 We’ll fill in the complete 
table in class.
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Try the NPR listening test
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File 
format 
name

What type 
of 

information 
or data is it?

Compression? If compressed, lossy or lossless?

BMP
(bitmap)

JPEG 
(or JPG)

WAV

PNG

MP3

GIF

ZIP
237



Can you match the encoding type with 
the data type and compression?

https://studio.code.org/s/csp2/stage/5/puzzle/2
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https://studio.code.org/s/csp2/stage/5/puzzle/2

